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Distributed:  Decentralized set of standardized, field-delimited databases, each separately 

authored and maintained, that are able to accommodate diverse toxicity data content; 
Structure-Searchable:  Standard format (SDF) structure-data files that can be readily imported 

into available chemical relational databases and structure-searched; 
Tox:  Toxicity data as it exists in widely disparate forms in current public databases, spanning 

diverse toxicity endpoints, test systems, levels of biological content, degrees of summarization, 
and information content. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The economic and social pressures to reduce the need for animal testing and to better 
anticipate the potential for human and eco-toxicity of environmental, industrial, or 
pharmaceutical chemicals are as pressing today as at any time prior.  However, the goal of 
predicting chemical toxicity in its many manifestations, the ‘T’ in ‘ADMET’ (adsorption, 
distribution, metabolism, elimination, toxicity), remains one of the most difficult and largely 
unmet challenges in a chemical screening paradigm [1].  It is widely acknowledged that the single 
greatest hurdle to improving structure-activity relationship (SAR) toxicity prediction capabilities, 
in both the pharmaceutical and environmental regulation arenas, is the lack of sufficient high 
quality data, for sufficient diversity of chemical structures, for the many and varied toxicity 
endpoints of potential concern.  That toxicity endpoints can range from gross phenomenological 
disease measures (e.g., cancer, developmental malformations, hepatotoxicity), to hormone 
disruptions caused by highly specific receptor interactions (e.g., androgen or estrogen receptor 
binding), and can be metabolism-dependent and species/sex/tissue-specific, add further layers of 
complexity and challenge to this problem [2].  With the added recognition that toxicity data, 
particularly from whole animal studies, are a diminishing resource that will not likely be 
expanded significantly in the future, it is paramount to be able to fully mine the chemical toxicity 
data that currently exists [3].   

There are two general informatics trends in biology that have facilitated explosive advances 
in genomics and structural biology, as well as many other areas of study: 1) data standardization 
and 2) on-line, open-access to well-documented data.  Data standardization enables the collation 
of large amounts of data from disparate sources into a usable form for searching across 
standardized metrics.  On-line, open access to data brings broad and varied intellectual 
capabilities to bear on data analysis, providing the fuel to feed the engine of scientific 
advancement.  Two examples that support this assertion are the PDB (Protein Data Bank, 
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/), a widely used public repository of crystallographic structure data [4], 
and the NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), a 
treasure trove of on-line databases and bioinformatics data mining tools for exploring public 
genomics information.  From an informatics standpoint, however, historical toxicity data present 
some difficult and unique challenges that have confounded efforts to create a centralized public 
data repository.  Not only do these data exist in many formats and locations in the public domain, 
but they also span many levels of biological organization, detail, degrees of summarization and 
annotation, and disciplines of toxicological study [5,6].  The only common thread and shared 
information metric that truly has the potential to span and unify these disparate data is the 
molecular structure of the test chemical, and the underlying chemistry that it represents.   

 



 

 
 

Figure 1.  DSSTox website home page. 
 
 
DSSTOX DATABASE NETWORK 
 

A primary objective of the DSSTox website [http://www.epa.gov/nheerl/dsstox] is to serve 
as a central community forum for publishing standard-format, structure-annotated chemical 
toxicity data files for open-access, public use (see Figure 1).  In this initial launch phase, data files 
cannot be structure-searched on the DSSTox website itself, but the data files can be downloaded 
in their entirety and freely used by individuals, corporations, government agencies, commercial 
vendors, or other public websites to enhance in-house or public SAR and structure analogue 
search capabilities.  The website is scheduled to launch in early March, 2004 with the publication 
of four distinct DSSTox databases, each representing a separate toxicity data source 
collaboration: 

• CPDB – Carcinogenic Potency Project Summary Tables for Rats & Mice (CPDBRM, 
1254 chemicals), Hamsters (CPDBHA, 80 chemicals), Dogs (CPDBDO, 5 chemicals), 
and Non-human Primates (CPDBPR, 26 chemicals); Source, L.S. Gold, Carcinogenic 
Potency Project, UC Berkeley, http://potency.berkeley.edu [7-9].  

• DBPCAN – EPA Disinfection By-products Carcinogenicity Estimates Database, 207 
chemicals; Source, Y.T. Woo, US EPA, Office of Pollution Prevention & Toxics [10,11]. 

• EPAFHM – EPA Fathead Minnow Acute Toxicity Database, 617 chemicals; Source, C. 
Russom, US EPA, Mid-Continental Ecology Division-Duluth [12,13]. 

• NCTRER – FDA NCTR Estrogen Receptor Binding Database, 232 chemicals; Sources, 
W. Tong and H. Fang, US FDA, National Center for Toxicological Research, 
http://edkb.fda.gov/index.html [14,15].  

Additional collaborations are in progress or have been initiated with researchers in varied 
toxicology disciplines to enlarge the list of DSSTox database offerings.  To encourage and 
support community participation in further expanding this list, the DSSTox website provides a 
wide assortment of tools, templates, tutorials, outside links, contacts, and reference materials that 
can be used by any person or group wishing to construct and publish a DSSTox database, either 
by itself or as a supplement to an external website or journal publication.  A goal of this project is 
to encourage potential database authors (i.e., DSSTox Sources) to adopt the standard data file 
format, standard chemical fields, and minimum documentation requirements, while retaining 
primary authorship, serving as the Main Contact, and presenting the database in the way that 
conveys the most essential toxicity information to chemists, modelers and others interested in 
using these files for improving SAR and analogue search capabilities.  This construct ideally will 



foster both broader access to more useful data, as well as greater communication and linkages 
among experts in diverse toxicology domains, chemists, modelers, and others interested in using 
these data [16].   
 
 
DSSTOX FILE, DATA, & DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS 
 

Each DSSTox database is published as a separate and distinct module that adheres to standard 
conventions in SDF data file format, file names, chemical structure fields, and minimum 
documentation requirements.  “SDF” (Structure Data Format) is a text-based file format 
originally developed by Molecular Design Limited [17] that currently serves as a de facto public 
standard for the import and export of chemical structure data in virtually all chemical relational 
database applications and molecular modeling programs.  SDF files adhere to strict formatting 
rules pertaining to chemical structure representation and field names and values.  These files can 
store 2D or 3D molecular structures and an unlimited number of chemical records and 
corresponding data or text fields.  Hence, SDF files are very versatile: they can accommodate 
many types of data, are easily edited and manipulated by programming scripts, and could be 
easily ported to other types of standard formats, such as the mark-up languages, XML and CML.   

 
 

 
 

Table 1.  Abbreviated Definitions of Standard Chemical Fields used by DSSTox. 
 
 



The range of possible toxicity data fields is as diverse as the field of toxicology is broad.  
However, the chemical structure annotation of toxicity databases can be made to adhere to rather 
narrow standards in reporting that can serve to more accurately convey the chemical content of a 
particular toxicity database and greatly facilitate data parsing, analogue structure-searching, and 
SAR modeling efforts.  DSSTox defines a set of standard chemical data fields (Table 1) for 
possible use that attempt to capture minimum desired chemical annotation for these data, with 
consideration for the ways in which toxicity databases are currently annotated and used by both 
toxicologists and modelers.  For example, the SubstanceType field classifies a chemical 
substance according to the broad chemical categories: defined organic, inorganic, 
organometallic, or mixture or unknown.  This allows the DSSTox SDF format to publish the full 
chemical content of toxicity databases, while at the same time allowing for easy segregation, in a 
single search step, of the portion of the data that is more amenable to SAR modeling.  Similarly, 
the parent structure form of the tested chemical (i.e., the neutral, non-salt, non-complex form), or 
active ingredient of a formulation might be represented graphically in the structure field to 
facilitate structure-searching across diverse datasets.  In this case, the retained knowledge in the 
database of the original tested form of the chemical might be very pertinent to proper 
interpretation and use of these data in SAR analysis.  These standard chemical fields, or some 
subset of these fields applicable to the content of a particular database, will span all published 
DSSTox databases and accompany the diverse toxicity data fields (see Figure 2). 

 
 

 
  

Figure 2.  DSSTox standard chemical fields spanning diverse toxicity databases.  
DSSTox standard chemical fields listed in Table 1 (or some subset) are included in all 
DSSTox database files, whereas toxicity data fields are particular to each toxicity 
database and typically nonstandard and nonoverlapping.  Sample toxicity data fields are 
listed for four DSSTox databases. 

 
 

In addition to the standards incorporated into the DSSTox SDF data file(s), each published 
DSSTox database will adhere to standard file naming conventions and documentation 
requirements.  A sample data/documentation file download table, appearing on the main “Source 
SDF Download Page” for the DSSTox EPAFHM database, is shown in Figure 3.   

 



 
 

Figure 3.  DSSTox data/document file download table for EPAFHM.  Download table that 
appears on the DSSTox EPAFHM Source SDF Download Page listing all available 
documentation and data files for the EPA Fathead Minnow Acute Toxciity Database.  Main files 
include all chemicals, whereas the DOP files include only defined organics, with salts and 
complexes represented in parent structure form 

    
The DSSTox SDF file naming convention includes a 6-letter NAMEID (e.g., EPAFHM), the 

version number and revision letter of the file (e.g., v1a), the total number of chemical records 
(e.g., 617), and the date of file creation (e.g., 15Oct03).  This file name is used for primary 
reference in outside reporting, and any future updates or modifications to the file will be 
documented in the Log File document according to file name.  The Field Definition File is 
intended to be a primary reference document for the SDF Structure/Data File.  It consists of a 
summary description followed by a table defining each of the fields contained in the database, 
and including units of measure and allowable field entries.  As an adjunct to the SDF 
Structure/Data File, for users unable to view the SDF, we include a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet 
Data Table that contains all data fields except the graphical Structure field.  To supplement the 
Excel Data Table and provide users with a quick visual overview of the structural content of the 
databases, the Structures Table pdf file provides a tiled graphics view of all structures contained 
in the SDF Structure/Data File (see Figure 4).   

 

 
 

Figure 4.  A portion of the DSSTox Structures Table pdf for EPAFHM. 



 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

A larger, more broadly encompassing goal of “chemo-bioinformatics” and computational 
toxicology is to facilitate data integration and exploration across both chemical and biological 
data domains.  The DSSTox project is a first step in this direction to the extent that it encourages 
greater data standardization, increased access to diverse public toxicity data, and structure-
searchability through these data.  Future goals of the DSSTox project are to expand the list of 
published toxicity databases, particularly in traditionally underrepresented areas of toxicology 
(e.g., such as immunotox and neurotox), partner with outside public efforts to provide on-line 
structure-analog searching capabilities through DSSTox databases, and coordinate with other 
public data standardization efforts in the fields of toxicology and genomics.  Annotating genomic 
databases and historical toxicity databases with the same set of DSSTox standard chemical fields 
would provide a common search metric for exploring these two large data domains from a 
chemical structure perspective.  The ability to gather diverse biological data relative to common 
structural analogues has the potential to greatly expand and deepen our ability to generate useful, 
biologically-based SAR hypotheses.  The DSSTox project is building the data foundation that 
will enhance opportunities to explore common chemistry and structural correlations spanning 
traditionally disconnected areas of toxicology and pharmaceutical research.   
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